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(ABSTRACT)

This study examines the characteristics of four methods for the control of

flexible structures and investigates the control performances of each method. The

investigation is concerned with various control performance measures, such as

control gain magnitude, settling time and overshoot in transient response,

actuator phase and gain margins, and stability in the presence of actuator failure.

In conjunction with the system performance, a systematic approach to the choice

of weighting matrices for optimal control is presented. The approach shows a

relation between the weighting matrices and the closed-loop eigenvalues. Since

the approach is based on a set of independent second·order modal dynamics, the

dimensionality of the system is no longer a problem in obtaining the optimal

control law. The newly developed Minimum Gain Pole Placement (MGPP) is an

optimal method in the sense that it minimizes an objective function, where the

objective function is taken as control gain magnitudes with constraints of exact

pole placement for any set of modes.

The robustness of Independent Modal Space Control (IMSC) is examined.

In general, the parameters of the control system are usually approximated, so that



the designed controller, based on a postulated model, will not perform on the ac-

tual system as expected. This study shows that when the IMSC method is used

with collocated sensors and actuators, the modelling errors in the postulated sys-

tem cannot lead to instability of the closed-loop system containing control modes

and residual modes.!-iowever, in the case of coupled control (MGPP), this prop-

erty cannot be shown. This points to the robustness of IMSC method with re-

spect to modelling errors.

The IMSC method requires the same number of actuators as the number

of control modes. The method can be extended to the cases of fewer actuator and

more actuator by using the pseudo-inverse of modal particitication matrix, an

approach referred to as pseudo-independent modal-space control (PIMC). It is

shown that PIMSC also yields some form of optimal control and that it is robust

as well.

Modal filters are introduced to detect and identify failure of control com-

ponents in large space structures. The failure mode is investigated in the modal

space so that a simple failure detection and identification (FD!) based on modal

dynamics is established. Moreover the information obtained from the modal

analysis provides some guidelines for the identification of faulty components. The

integral form of the modal filters provides the ability to mitigate the effects of

noise, disturbances and parameter uncertainties pointing to the robustness of the

method. The detection process proposed in this study reduces the computational

effort and permits an assessment of the system stability.
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Nomenclature

AT -transpose of matrix A

AT -pseudo·inverse of matrix A

A, -r"' modal plant matrix

B -extcrnal force distribution matrix

B -control distribution matrix in state equation

B, -damping matrix

B, -lincar diffcrcntial opcrators rcflccting boundary conditions

B, ·r"* modal control distribution vector

C - augmentcd stiffness matrix

6; -normalization coeflicicnts

D ~intcgral domain

E,E, -modal control gain matrix with rcspect to modal coordinatc

e,(t) -modal rcsiduals

e{(t) -estimated modal rcsiduals for j sensor

Nomcnclature ¤



F,Ii -modal control gain matrix with respect to modal velocity

‘ F(t) -actual control force

j$(t) -modal control force

G -control gain matrix

G2, G2 ·partioned control gain matrices of G

gw, gw -clements of matrices G,_G2 , respectively

· g ·column vector of matrix G

H -Hamiltonian matrix

I -identity matrix

J ·pcrformance index

·
J, -modal cost functions

K ·stiffness matrix

K, -coefücient matrix of control gain matrix

kü -elements of matrix K,

K, —soluti0n matrices of modal Riccati equations

L -linear self-adjoint positive dcünite differential operator

L,_ L2 -two constraints

L,, -real part of k,,

M ·mass matrix
A

M„ -imaginary part of k„

M(p) ·distributed mass

P -controllability matrix

p,, -elements of controllability matrix P

Nomcnclaturc tx



Q, Q' -statc weighting matrices

q, -modal state weighting matrices

R ·control wcighting matrix

R, -modal control wcighting matrix

E(t) -scnsor residual vcctor

S -solution matrix of steady-state Riccati cquation

S -block diagonal matrix consisting of K,
i

sg -real part ofp„

$,,_ $,2 -pairs of assigned closed·loop poles

t, ·imaginary part of p,,

T -kinctic energy

U -potential energy

u(p,t) -displacement of a point p at time t

u(g,t) -measured displacement at j sensor location
l

u,(t) -modal coordnates

uf(t) -estimated modal coordinates

ü,(t) -observed modal coordinates

V -1eft modal matrix

V(t) -l.iapunov function

V(r) -time rate of change of V(t)
u

Lv, -r"' modal state vector
l

„_\f(z) -vcctor of external forces

;(t) -vcctor of nodal displacements

Nomcnclaturc xü



X(t) -StatC vector

X, -real part of r"' column vector of V

g, -imaginary part of r"' column vector of V

ot, -real part of closed-loop poles

ß, -imaginary part of closed-loop poles
l“

-matrix of eigenvectors

7, -solutions of characteristic equation

A . -perturbation term

6 -l<ronecker dclta

A -diagonal matrix of eigenvalues

X,(A) -eigenvalues of matrix A

X,_ X, -complex pairs of open-loop eigenvalues

u, -threshold constants of stability of each mode

· ii, -threshold constant of system stability

Q -nondimensional natural coordinate

p,, 5, -complex pairs of closed·loop eigenvalues

I o,(A) -singular values of matrix A „

tp, -eigenvcctors

(D -controlled modal matrix

(D' ·pscudo-inverse form of sb

W -residual modal matrix

0), -natural frcquencics

Nomcnclature
""‘



1 Introduction and Objectives

During the last decade the problem of the control of large flexible

spacecraft has received a great deal of attention [1-6]. Unlike rigid spacecraft,

large space structures (LSS) are characterized by a distributed parameter system

possessing flexibility. Structures tend to vibrate when disturbed from equilib-

_ rium. ln theory at least, the vibration continues indetinitely. Quite often, vi-

bration is an undesirable effect and can not be permitted to persist for long

periods of time. In such cases, the damping capabilities of the structure must be

augmented. One approach is to design the structure with materials dissipating

energy. This may not always be feasible and the vibration damping may still be

too slow. As an alternative, one can consider vibration suppression not by rede-

signing the structure but by providing external dampingthrough active control.

Active control of structures involves measurement of the vibration and generation

of feedback control forces to suppress the vibration. If the control forces depend

on the velocities of the structure, then in essence the control plays the role of ex-
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ternally applied damping. The main question remains as to the manner in which

the control forces are computed and how the entire control scheme is imple-

mented.
A

The main source of difficulty in controlling large flexible structures is the

high dimensionality of these systems due to modeling of distributed-parameter

systems [7]. As the dimension of the modeled system increases, the problems of

computational complexity, control implemention and identification of failed con-

trol components become more critical. Moreover, these problems are interrelated.

The computational complexity of LSS can be a serious problem when the control

of the system must be implemented on-line and/or when the high dimensionality

of the system is required to model the system with the reasonable accuracy. The

Independent Modal Space Control (IMSC) which is based on second order modal

dynamics [8-9], was developed to address these problems. Note that optimal

IMSC requires the solution of 2 >< 2 matrix Riccati equations only, one for each

mode [10]. In IMSC, the number of actuators is the same as the number of

control modes. In the more general case, when the number of actuators is differ-

ent from the number of control modes, the independence property is not pre-

served. In this case, one obtains the actual force vector from the modal force

vector by means of the pseudo-inverse of the modal participation matrix. This

case is known as Pseudo-Independent Modal-Space Control (PIMSC), and it re-

ceives special attention here.

Optimal control is one of the well- established methods for computing

control gains in multi-input multi·output systems. However, two main difficulties

1 Introduction and objceuves 2



arise in the optimal control for LSS. One is the dimensionality of the model, be-

cause optimal control using a quadratic performance measure requires the sol-

ution of a matrix Riccati equation. This can be carried out by solving an

associated eigenvalue problem of an order equal to four times the dimension of

the model [1 1]. The other problem is the selection of a proper weighting matrix

in the performance index. Usually, the iteration technique can be used in choos-

ing the proper weighting matrix to meet the specified control objectives, such as

robustness [12] or output performance [13]. Along this line, Reference 14-15 q

suggest a frequency weighting matrix, where the weighting matrix is given as a

function of the system frequencies and adjusted to provide robustness of the sys-

tem. In another approach [I6], the weighting matrices are parameterized, so that

the parameters are analyzed so as to determine their effect on the system per-
”

formance. lt provides another way of adjusting the weighting matrices. However,

lt appears that the computational burden in most iteration approaches can at

times be so large that the fisibility of the solution is questionable.

The dynamic characteristics of a linear control system are dominated by

the closed-loop eigenvalues. Hence, the linear quadratic optimal formulation of

modal space control method, which is one objective of this study gives consider-

able insight into the relationship between the closed-loop eigenvalues and the

weighting matrices appearing in performance index. The relationship can provide

a simple way to design the controller to meet the design objectives without iter-

ation and/or burdensome computational work in handling large-dimensional sys-

t€mS.
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The control gain matrix yielding the closed-loop eigenvalues is not unique

for multi-input-multi·output systems. This allows us to have the freedom which

can be used to put constraints on the size of feedback gains. Hence, one of ob-

jectives of this study is to develop a method yielding a minimized control gain
U

magnitude with constraint of assigned closed-loop poles Along this line a new

numcrical software approach developed for the control of flexible structures is

presented as well. The method represents optimal control, in the sense that con-

trol gains are minimized in conjunction with pole allocation; the method is called

the Minimum Gain Pole Placement method (MGPP). When we consider struc-

tural design parameters such as mass and stiffness distribution of structures, it is

possible to formulate another optimization problem minimizing the weight of the

structure with the constraint of the minimum magnitude of control gains

[17,18,19]. Reference 17 examines the feasibility of the proposed formulation of

the optimal simultaneous structure/control design problem, in which the optimal

structural parameters are searched in conjunction with the minimum control cost

having the form of weighted Frobenious norm.

Control design objectives are related directly to the required performance

of the control system. After a control scheme is implemented, it is necessary to

check whether the controller satisiies all the design objectives. Hence, we examine

the characteristics of four control methods and evaluate the control performance.

The examination and evaluation are the main part of this study. This study ‘

presents measurement tools for the evaluation of performance of the control sys-

tem. The measures consist of stability, transient response, magnitude of actuator
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forces and robustness with respect to modeling error. The resulting controls must

be evaluated with the feedback performance analyzed by the above measures.

This work represents results taking the form of plots and tables comparing the

various techniques for different numbers of actuators.

A chapter-by·chapter description of the thesis follows. Chapter 2 describes

the equation of motion for flexible structures, in which distributed models and

approximated models are introduced. In chapter 3, the derivation of MGPP

method is presented. For the other methods, a brief description for the formu-

lation of each control law is given. During the description, some advantages and

disadvantages of each method are discussed. Chapter 4 presents an optimal

weighting matrix providing exact closed-loop poles of control systems. It is shown

that IMSC is a kind of optimal control when a proper modal weighting matrix

can be choosen for the performance index of optimal control. ln a similar fashion,

the optimal weighting matrix for PIMSC is displayed as well. In chapter 5, we

examine the robustness of IMSC and PIMSC and evaluate the control perform-

ances of the four control methods. Numerical results are shown with plots and

tables comparing the various techniques for different numbers of actuators. ln

chapter 6, modal approaches for sensor failure detection and identification are

presented and the feasibility of a redundant method is discussed. Also, a new _

detection method based on system stability is proposed for real-time implemen-

tation. Finally, a summary and conclusions are given in chapter 7.
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2 Modeling of Structural Dynamic Systems

2.1 Introduction

Modeling is the first step in a control process. Structures represent

distributed-parameter elastic systems. The motion of structure is described by

coupled sets of partial differential equations. Hence, distributed·parameter sys-

tems possess an infinite number of degrces of freedom. Consequently, the solution

of the eigenvalue problem associated with 'distributed systems consists of a

denumerably infinite set of eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions. However,

the infinite model is not practical for control system design, so that the model

must be truncated. This tends to be true both when the exact eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions are available and when they are not.

In practical structures, the parameters contained in the equations of mo-

tion of distributed-parameter systems are known only approximately. In the der-
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ivation of an approximate model, the finite element method is widely used. In the

finite element method, an approximate model is derived by representing the mo-

tion in terms of a set of admissible functions, known as interpolation functions

[20]. The result is a discrete model ( in space ).

The derivations in this chapter can be found in any standard textbook on

vibration analysis; they are included here only for completeness. Throughout this

chapter, it is assumed that the system is linear and that the inherent damping is

negligible, compared with the damping by the controller. Note that ignoring

damping during control system design is a conservative approach, because the

inherent damping tends to suppress vibratory motion.

2.2 Equations ofMotion ~

A typical distributed system is described by the generic partial differential

equation [20].

2 L ~<p.¤> =1t¤.z> . D6 D (2-1)
öz ·

where u(p,t) is the displacement of a point p in the spatial domain D at any time

t ; j(p,t) is the distributed force, including the control force and any disturbing

force; L is a linear self-adjoint positive detinite differential operator reflecting the

2 Modeling of Structural Dynamic Systems
·
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stiffness and M(p) is the distributed mass. The system is subjected to the

boundary conditions

B,u(p,t) = 0 , i = 1,2, ...,k (2.2)

to be satistied at every point of the boundary S of the domain D, where

B, ( i = 1,2, ...,k) are linear differential operators of maximum order 2k -1 .

2.3 Distributed Model

The associated eigenvalue problem consists of the differential equation

L(p, = A,M(p, , i = 1,2,... (2.3)

The eigensolution consists of an infinite set of eigenvalues A, (r = 1,2,...) and

associated eigenfunctions (p,. The eigenvalues are related to the natural frequen-

cies of the undamped oscillation by A, = mf (r = 1,2,...). The eigenfunctions are

orthogonal and can be normalized so as to satisfy

]”DM(p, (ps dD = 5 , (r,s = 1,2,...) (2.4)

[D (ps L (p, dD = A, 5 , (r,s = 1,2,...) (2.5)

where 5 is the Kronecker delta.

Using the expansion theorem [21],

2 Modeling of Structural Dynamic Systems 8



¤(p-r) = ä<1>„(p) ¤,(¢) (2-6)

where u,(t) are modal coordinates, Equation (2.1) can be replaced by the intinite

set of ordinary differential equations

ü,(t) + to? u,(t) =jj(t) , r = 1,2,... (2.7)

where

LU) = ID <v„f(ß-f) dD (2-8)

are modal control forces.

In practice, we need a finite set of modal equations instead of the intinite

set of Equation (2.7). An approximate solution of the eigenvalue problem is likely

to contain accurate information about the lower modes only. For most practical

disturbances, the effect of higher modes on the overall response tends to be in-

signiticant. But it can be signiticant for certain disturbances. In view of the

above, we can replace the upper limit on the summation in Equation (2.6) by n,

so that we have the relation

u(p,t) E' §i<p,(p) u,(t) , r = 1,2, ...,:1 (2.9)
I':

Hence, the distributed model reduces to the truncated form

ü,(t) + co? (t) =jQ(t) , r = 1,2, ...,:2 (2.10)

2 Modeling of Structural Dynamic Systems 9



where .

jQ(t) = [D q>,f(p,t) dD , r = 1,2,...,n (2.11)

are modal control forces in the reduced-order model.

2.4 Discrete Model ·

lmplicit in the preceding developments is the assumption that the exact

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are readily available. This is true only in the case

in which the eigenvalue problem admits a closed-form solution. In most practical

cases, closed form solutions are not possible. Hence, we assume that the distrib-

‘ I
uted system under consideration does not admit a closed-form solution, so that

it must be approximated by a discrete one. To this end, we use the tinite element

method and assume a solution of Equation (2.6) in the form

u(p,¢) = XT(p)x(1) (2-12)

where _X(p) is a vector of interpolation functions and ,;q(t) is a vector of nodal

displacements. Introducing Equation (2.12) into Equation (2.1), multiplying on

the left by _lf(p) and integrating over the domain D , we obtain the discretized

system

Mi(t) + K;(t) = ,X(t) (2.13)

2 Modeling of Structural Dynamic Systems l0



where -

E
M = {DHP) M(P)XT(P) dl) (2-14)

K = {D Hp) L _XT(p) dD (2.15)

D are symmetric mass and stiFFness matrices and

XU) = {D Hp)f(p,t) dD (2.16)

is a vector of nodal Forces, including control Forces and disturbing Forces. IF the

Forces are point Forces, then they can be written as

f(P-F) = ‘ P;) EU) (2-17)

where I°i(t) (j = 1,2,...,m) are the point Forces and ö(p — pi) are spatial Dirac delta

Functions. Equation (2.16) reduces to

XU) = {D X(p)]};ö(p — P;) 1‘}U)dD

= 5,, x6> 66 - p,> dß am = mo (M)

where

1
B = [Hp,) Hp;) ---Hp„,)] (2-19)

2 Modeling of Structural Dynamic Systems ll



is the modal distribution matrix, a matrix containing the information concerning

modal amplitudes at the point of application of the forces, and E(t) is a vector

of actuator forces,

Various control techniques work with modal equations of motion. To

transform Equation (2.13) to modal form, it is necessary to solve the eigenvalue

problem, which can be written in the form

Kg), = 7t,Mg;, , r = 1,2,...,:2 (2.20)

where it is assumed that the discrete model has n degrees of freedom. Matrix M

is positive deünite and we consider the case in which K is also positive deiinite.

Hence, the eigenvalues A, are all real and positive, so that they can be expressed

as A, = co} (r = 1,2,...,:2), where oa, are the computed natural frequencies, as

shown in Table 1. Also, the vector gg, are the eigenvectors belonging to 2t,, re-

spectively. The eigenvectors are orthogonal and can be normalized so as to sat-

isfy °

<1>T111<1> = 1 (2.21)

<1>T1<<1> = A (2.22)

where (D is the modal matrix, i.e., the matrix of eigenvectors, I is the identity

matrix and A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. To obtain the modal

equations, we consider the modal transformation
i

I1.x(¢) = E 12, ¤„(¢) = <1>u(¢) (2-23)

2 Modeling of Structural Dynamic Systems I2



Introducing Equation (2.23) into Eqution (2.13), premultiplying by (DT and con-

sidering Equations (2.21) and (2.22), we obtain the modal equations in the vector

form .

12(r) + A um = 1(r) (224)

where g(t) is the vector of modal coordinates, and

j(r) = (DTX(t) = (DTBE(t) (2.25)

is the vector of modal forces.

2 Modeling of Structural Dynamic Systems 13



3 Control Methods

3.1 Introduction

Even though a lot of control methods have been presented in the last dec-

ade, basically two approaches are widely examined. One is the optimal approach

which minimizes or maximizes the objective functions with constraints [22-23].

The other approach is pole placement, in which the closed-loop eigenvalues of the

system are placed in the complex plane to obtain desirable stability characteristics

[24-27]. Also, combination approaches are addressed in [28].

In this study, four state feedback control methods are examined, namely

Independent Modal Space Control (IMSC), Pseudo-Inverse Modal Space Control

(PIMSC), an optimal control in the form of Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR),

and Minimum Gain Pole Placement (MGPP). The IMSC method requires the

same number of actuators as the number of control modes. For the general case,
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which implies fewer actuators or more actuators, the pseudo-IMSC method is

presented. We call it pseudo independent modal space control because it comes

from a variant form of IMSC using the pseudo·inverse technique. The next con-

troller, based on the LQR method, is the standard linear quadratic regulator

method, in which the optimal gain matrix is obtained by solving the Riccati

equation. The last one, MGPP method, is a new pole~placement method yielding

minimum magnitude of control gains, which provides exact closed-loop poles as

we desired. Along with the representation of the LQR, we investigate the relation

between weighting matrices of the LQR method and the designed closed-loop

eigenvalues given by IMSC. The relationship allows us to select proper weighting

3 matrices for the optimal IMSC. Hence, we can select the proper weighting ma-

trices of the performance index to obtain the optimal control laws to meet the

system performance requirements. The resulting controls must be evaluated with

the feedback performance. This work presents results taking the form of plots and

tables comparing the various techniques for different numbers of actuators.

3.2 IMSC Method

_ We will describe the IMSC method in terms of a discrete structural model.

We assume that the system represented by the discrete model is completely ob-

servable. Let the structure have n modes and m actuators. We seek to shift ex-

actly m closed-loop eigenvalues from pure imaginary complex conjugates to
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complex conjugates with negative real parts. In the IMSC method, we work with

the modal Equations (2.24), and design the controller for each modal coordinate

independcntly. To this end, we consider a modal control vector in the form

j(z) = G,g(z) + G2r2(z) (3.1)

where G, and G2 are diagonal gain matrices. Introducing Equation (3.1) into

Equation (2.24), we obtain the closed·loop modal equation

20) · 6220) + (A · 6l)2 = Q (32)

which represents a set of independent closed-loop modal equations. In the above,

it is implied that all rz modes are controlled. If only m modes are to be controlled,

m < n, then the modal coordinates can be partitioned by writing

2 = Kujugilr . ° (3-3)

where the subcripts c and d refer to control and residual modes respectively.

Similarly, the modal control vector becomes

1m

=Therefore,the closed·loop equations for the controlled modes can be written in

the form

2„0) — 62„,2„0) + (Ac · 61„)2„0) = 0 (3—5)

lf the closed-loop poles are to be placed at — cx, :1: iß, , the gains are simply
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0 = 4* D. — E — E
"

lag ’ a B J,
r= 1,2,...,m (3.6)

Gzc = diag[ — 201,] _ ·

and if the frequencies are to remain unchanged, then we must take ß, = w,, in

which case G,, simplities to diag [ — (13].

3.3 Pseudo Independent Modal Space Control (PIMSC)

ln the IMSC method, the modal controls are designed first. Then the

actuator forces are synthesized from the modal forces. If only m modes are to be .

controlled, then m actuators are needed. In this case, Equation (2.25) becomes

LU) = <l>ZB„E(!) (3-7)

where CD, is an rz >< m matrix of the corresponding m modal vectors and B, is an

n >< m matrix. The actuator force vector can be obtained from Equation (3.7) in

the form

Em = E<bZß.]°‘t;<r>
= E<¤>ZB.1"EG„„4.<¢> + @2.3401 ·

(3.8)

The control implcmention given by Equation (3.8) implies that all the compo-

nents of the modal displacement vector can be obtained from sensor measure-
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ments. Modal. control is also possible with fewer or more actuators than

controlled modes. ln the case of more actuators, the independent property of

IMSC is preserved in each control mode. lt follows that the closed-loop

eigenvalues remain the same. But the control gain magnitude required to provide

control forces decreases with the increase in actuators. In the case of fewer

actuators, IMSC is not a genuine independent control because the components

of the control vector are constrained. Further reduction of the number of

actuators can be achieved by sacrificing performance even more.
h

Consider the case in which m modes are to be controlled by k actuators,

so that @(0 is a vector with k rows and B„ is an rz >< k matrix. Then, <DZB„ is an

rz >< k rectangular matrix, so that its inverse is not defined. Because the dimension

of @(0 is higher than the dimension of the system, k < rz , the components of

@(0 are not all independent. To determine the actuator force vector from

Equation (3.8), we use the pseudo-inverse technique [29] as follows: ·

E0) = [<!>ZB2]T 120)
= [<DZBc]T [G]„<DZM.x(t) + G2„<bZMX(f)] (3-9)

where

(3.10)

is the pseudo-inverse of <D[B„. When there are more actuators than controlled

modes, the pseudo-inverse form is given as
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. 1- -[ofßc] = ßfoc[<1>{ßcßf<1>c]‘ (3.11)

For the more general case, including rank·deiicient matrices, we can ob-

tain the generalized inverse form by using the singular value decomposition

method [30]. Also, the singular values are widely used to examine the feedback

property of the various control methods in the multi input multi output systems

[31-33].

3.4 Weighted Pseudo Independent Modul Spuce Control

When the number of actuators is smaller than that of control modes,

PIMSC provides more flexibility in controlling structures. More generally, we can

use the weighted pseudo-independent modal control (WPIMSC) method, which

permits us to adjust the weights of each control mode so as to achieve the design

objectives more closely.

The weighted pseudo-inverse form [29] is given by ·

AT = [A TWA]"ATW (3.12)

Using the weighted pseudo-inverse form of Equation (3.12) in conjunction with

Equation (3.7), the actual control forces for WPIMSC can be obtained as follows:

Eco) wfco) (3.13)
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The remaining problem is how we select the weights in the weighting ma-

trix. To this end, we assume that the weighting matrix is diagonal. When we ex-

. pect that the lower modes of structures are dominant, we can select the weights

so that the weights for the lower modes have higher values than those for the

higher modes. Then, we have

W = a'iag[wi],i = 1,2,...,n (3.14)

where wi 2 wi 2 2 w„ ln the case of PIMSC, the weighting matrix W is the

identity matrix. Another way of selecting the weights is

wi = (rz + l —1)2 (3.15)

Equation (3.15) decreases the weights for the higher modes. Generally, the se-

lection of weights depends on the effect of each mode on the system performance.

Hence, the controller designer can adjust the weights through the analysis of the _

system performance.

3.5 Linear Quadratic Regulator Control (LQR)

To describe the LQR controller, it is necessary to cast the Equation (2.13)

in state form. To this end, we introduce the state vector

im = [Jo) xT<¢>J’“
<3-16)
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Then, the state equations can be shown to have the form

g(r) = Ag(z) + §E(z) (3.17)

where the coefficient matrices are '

O I
A = _l (3.l8.a)—· M K O

E — 0
(3 18 b)M'1B ° °

It is assumed that the system is controllable and that the full state is available for

feedback. Considering the performance index

1 = (jf; (fg! + ETRE)dt (3.19)

during the time interval from to and tl, where Q is a positive semidefinite sym-

metric matrix and R is a positive definite symmetric matrix, the optimal control

law is defined by the gain matrix [22]

0 = — R"§Ts· (3.20)

in which S is the solution of the steady-state matrix Riccati equation

0= —SA—ATS+S§R‘1§TS—Q
· (3.21)

To obtain the steady-state solution, we compute the solution of the eigenvalue

problem
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C h
H

‘P
=

‘P l" (3.22)

where

' A — §R"§T
H = 3.23I; _ Q _ AT ( )

is known as the Hamiltonian matrix [14] and

— r' 0 .l“= _
, I" =diag p p ..., p (3.24)

Ii O
I_

jl [ 1, 2, rz]

is the matrix of the eigenvalues where R,[pT] > 0 (i=l,2,...,n). A computed

eigensolution must go through a sorting process for this particular ordering for

l'. The modal matrix
‘P

can then be partitioned as follows:

•
W11 W12‘l’

= (3.25)
W2]

‘l’22

from which we compute the matrix S in the form

S = \‘P21xyll-l3
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3.6 Minimum Gain Pole Placement Control

In the practical design of control systems, there exists a trade-off between

control energy and system performance. Hence, a control method yielding mini-

mum control energy can be required while the control performance being satis-

fied. This method permits specified closed-loop pole placement while minimizing

the feedback gains, so that it is an optimal method in a sense that it minimizes

an objective function with constraints. Considering m actuators, the feedback

control vector can be written in the form

E(t) = Gy(t) (3.27)

where G is an m >< Zn gain matrix, which can be expressed as

G = K, VT (3.28)

where K, = [IQ,] is an m >< Zn matrix of gains to be determined and V is a given

Zn >< Zn nonsingular matrix, taken as the left modal matrix of the coefficient

matrix A. To introduce the idea, we assume that only a single pair of complex

conjugate open-loop eigenvalues it, , X, is to be relocated to p, , E, Because we are

only relocating it, and 7C,, the gain matrix need only contain the left eigenvectors

LT and L", where the superscript H denotes the complex conjugate transpose of

a vector. The Z >< m controllability matrix is
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' P P P gT -P =
IS

ll 12 lm] = rk] B (3.29)
. P21P22••·P2m g,

and the m >< 2rz gain matrix is
ne

S? ku k12 V,
6 = sg = km "22 (3.30)

_ ••• ••••
V

The gains kü are computed by solving the equation [34]

M M

(P) " M · Em/<n)(P; · E — äPz/<n)

M M
·— (gpn/<rz)(V>jPz/<a) = G » 1 = 12 (331)

where p2 = E,. Equations (3.31) are complex, but can be separated into real and

imaginary parts. In the case of the undamped system at hand, the open-loop

eigenvalues are

X, = ico, , X, = — ico, (3.32)

u
Assuming that the eigenvalues are shifted a distance on, to the left so that

pj= —0c,+lco,, p}= -0n,- ico, (3.33)

Equations (3.31) become
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A
M M

(
_

ar
_

äplikilx
— ar + ziwr — gp21ki2)

M M" (äP11kr2)(äPz/Q1) = 0 (3·34·a)

and

·
M M

_
·

( “ ür ‘ 2*0%- " gplikilx ‘ ar " läphkü)

m mli 0 (3-34-b)

From Equation (3.29), it is clear that p„ and pz, (i = 1,2,...,m) are complex con-

jugates, so that they can be expressed as

pn = Si + [ti, pzi = Si — , =

l,2,„„,Ü”lMoreover,because G is real, we conclude from Equation (3.30) that kn and kn

are also complex conjugates. Introducing the notation

Z- = x„_+ in- zi = x, — fz, (3-36)

I . 1 .kn "’ 'Mn)
-

kn (3-37)

we can write the rows of the gain matrix G of Equation (3.30) in terms of real

quantities alone as follows:
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g? = mz? + mz? = mx? — M11? . 1= 1,2m 0681

Using complex algebra, Equations (3.34) can be reduced to the real form

2 m m
Ll(Lil • M11) = (*1 "‘ (ä$1L11)(ä‘1M11)

P7! m M" (ä51M11)(ä’1L11) ‘ wrg(SiMi1 + t1L11) = 0 (3-3941)

ML2(Lil » M11) = Zar + ä(51L11 ' GM11) = 0 (3·39·b)

Equations (3.39) represent two equations and 2m unknowns L,, and

M, (i = 1,2,...,m), so that the equations are underdetermined. This gives us the

freedom to impose certain constraints on the system to obtain the control gains.

One approach is to determine the unknowns 1,,, and M, by minimizing the matrix

G in a least-squares sense. Hence, we seek to minimize the Euclidean norm

squared of G, or
[

2n6 2 =
”'

02 3.40[ ]E E E, 4 ( l

subject to the satisfaction of Equations (3.39). To this end, we construct a

Lagrangian function in the form

, F = [G]; + >„,L, + >.2L2 (3.41)
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ivhere K, and L, are Lagrange multipliers. The necessary conditions for minimiz-

ing [G]; subject to L, = 0, L, = 0, are

ä
= = 0 , i· = l,2,...,m (3.42.62)

gi'? = 0,%% = 0 (3.42.11)

yvhere, from Equations (3.30) and (3.38),

[G12 = §g1Tg1 (343)

or

ä( LÄ 2;.111 " 2 L11 M11 XT Z1 + MÄ Z? Z1) (3-44)

Equations (3.42.a) yield

Milxfzl)

+ Xzs, = 0 , i = 1,2,...,m (3.45.61)

Z1 ‘ LAX?Z1)

e 3 6111111111 M1111111111 zv



Ä'l(tiäsiLil ‘ siätiläl “ wrsi)
U

— Äzti = 0, i = 1,2,...,m (3.45.b)

Of course, Equations (3.42.b) are identical to Equations (3.3l).

Equations (3.39) and (3.45) represent (2m + 2) equations in the (2m + 2)

unknowns and their solution yields the least squares pole placement controller.

The equations define a nonlinear programing problem for which a number of al-

gorithms have been developed during the past two decades [35,36]. Note that the

number of simultaneous equations to be solveddepends only on the number of

actuators and not on the number of degrees of freedom of the finite element

model. Hence, the addition of degrees of freedom to the structural model presents

no difficulty, as the solution of an eigenvalue problem defined by two real sym-

metric matrices ( one of them being positive definite ) is relatively easy to compute

[20].
.

The above derivations enable us to compute the control gains for the case

° in which only one pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues are placed. If more

eigenvalues are to be placed, the procedure must be repeated for each pair of

eigenvalues in a sequential manner. lf all rz modes are to be controlled, the overall

control gain matrix has the form

0 = 6, (3.46)
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Care must be exercised, however, as the eigenvectors Z, must be recomputed ev-

ery time a new pair of poles is placed. lndeed, whereas Z, and Zf are the left

eigenvectors of A, Z, and Z; are the eigenvectors of A + EG, , Z3 and jf; are the

left eigenvectors of A + §(G, + G2), etc.
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4 Optimal IMSC

4.1 Optimal Form by Choosing the Weighting Matrix R

When the number of actuators is the same as that of control modes, the

modal control forces provided by IMSC are independent, so that the modal cost

function for each mode can be minimized independently. Hence, IMSC provides

the freedom in adjusting each of the modal weighting matrices. To control the

whole structure optimally, we consider a performance measure in the form

Pfl
J = EJ, (4.1)

r=l

where

R V1, 1,2,...,m (4.2)
(DV
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are modal cost_ functions, in which R, are weighting coefticients to be chosen by

the analyst. But, in IMSC the modal force jf depends only on the modal coordi·

nate u, and modal velocity 12, , jf = jf(u, , 12,), so that J can be minimized by

minimizing every modal cost function J, independently. The minimization of the

modal costs involves the solution of independent steady-state Riccati equations,

leading to the following gain matrices [9]:

G1, = diag[toE(l -,/1 + Rfl )]
(4.3)

G2, = diag[:co,„/2(l - ,/l + Rf1)— Rfl]

Introducing Equation (4.3) into Equation (3.2), we obtain the closed-loop modal

equations

12,(1) + :,1,, /2(. /1 + 1:;* -1) + 1:;* u,(1) 1
, r = 1,2,...,m (4.4)

+ 013,/l +
Rfl u,(t) = 0

so that the closed-loop poles are

Srl _ _ [ -1 _ -1
srz

— ?w,,/2(,/l + R, 1) + R,
(4 5)

1 i%to,,/2(,/1_+ 1:,* + 1) — R;*

Hence, the optimal control design reduces to the selection of the modal weighting

coefficients R, to achieve the desired closed-loop poles.
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4.2 Optimal Form by Choosing the Weighting Matrix Q

As an alternative to the above scheme for determining the control gains,

let us consider the modal cost functions

J. = j{,;<4„¤? + 42.113 +1;*) df . r = 1,2.....m <4.6>

so that, instead of selecting R,, we must now select q,, and qz,. The fact that there

are two weighting coefficients instead of one represents added flexibility in the

_ pole placement. To determine the modal control gains, we first write the modal
I

equations in the state form

gig, = A,y, + BJ} , r = l,2,...,m (4.7)

where ig, = [u, , ü,]T is the r"' modal state and
I

A 0 1 B [0] 4 8_ r
_

(DE O s r
_

l
( ' )

are the r"' modal plant matrix and control vector, respectively. Then, it is not

difficult to show that the modal control force can be written in the form

j} = — BZIK,y, , r = l,2,...,m (4.9)

where K, is a two by two symmetric matrix satisfying the steady-state Riccati

equaüon
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0 é — 1<,A, — Af1<, — Q, + 1<,B,ßf1<,, 2 = 1,2,...,,,1 (4.10)

in which

__ qlr Ü _
Q, —

[O ,12,] , r — 1,2,...,m (4.11)

is the diagonal matrix of the wcighting coefticients. Equation ( 4.10) reduces to

the three scalar equations

2«»EK12, + Ki., — 41, = 0
—

Kllr + wEK22r + Kl2rK22r = 0 v r = l•2v···vm (412)

—
2Kl2r + K§2r

— q2r = O

From Equation (4.9), we conclude that we need only K,2, and K„,. Solving the

tirst and third of Equations (4.12), we obtain

K12, = · wg + „/wg + 41, (413)
K22r = ,/21- wg “*‘ „/wg + q1r)+ (12,

Inserting Equation (4.13) into Equation (4.9), we can write the modal forces in

the scalar form
‘

Ä = ’ Kl2rur ‘ K22rür (4-1441)

or
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, r = 1,2,...,m (4.14.b)
qlr)The

weighting coefficients of each modal cost function are determincd so

as to yield desirable pole placement. To this end, we use Equations (4.14) and

write the closed—loop equations

ür + K22rür + (Kl2r + wr?) ur =

1
11, + [2( — (,05+,/(1):+ qz, ) + q2,]?ü, (4-15)

-1- ,/co: + ql, u, = 0 , r = l,2,...,m

so that the modal characteristic equations are simply

2 2 _
S + K22r·g + Kl2r ‘*‘ (Dr —

Ls2+[2(•

+ ,/co? + ql, = 0 , r = 1,2,...,m

We consider closed-poles s,, and s,, in the form of complex conjugates, obtained

by shifting the open-loop poles :I: i cu, to the left in the s plane by amount oz,.

Then we have the desired closcd·loop poles as follows:

“°" = — °’ + (4.17)
sr2 =

_
ar

_
[wr

Hence, the modal characteristic equations must also satisfy
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r = 1,2,...,m

But, Equations (4.17) and (4.18) must represent the same characteristic

equations. lt follows that q,, and qz, must have the values .

[
= 2 2 + 2 2

""
“'§“' ‘°",

1 = 1,2,...,1„ (4.19)
411 = 2 ¤1 _

so that, inserting Equations (4.19) into Equations (4.13), we obtain

_ 2
*121

“'
, 1 = 1,2,...,111 (4.20)

k221 = 2 91

Hence, the modal gain matrices corresponding to Equations (2.1) are

[
G = d' [ — 2]‘° wg °’ , 1 = 1,2,...,111 (4.21)
Gzc = diaglz — 2 1.1,]

Comparing Equations (3.6) and (4.21), we conclude that the gains given by

Equations (3.6) are optimal in the sense that the modal performance index of

Equation (4.6) is minimized, provided ß, = oa,.

The optimal IMSC shows that the weighting matrices Q and R in the cost

functions can be considered as design parameters, as the stability margins ot, of

each mode are control design parameters in the IMSC method. The proper

choice of Q and R can be done by examining the feedback performance. The

problem to select the weighting matrices Q and R for the given gain matrix is
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called the inverse problem in optimal control, in which the control gain matrix is

given already. The inverse problem does not tell how the gain matrix is given.

' This study shows that we can obtain the weighting matrices in conjunction with

the closed-loopeigenvalues.4.3

Selection of optimal weighting matrices

In the previous chapter, it was shown that the weighting matrices Q and

R in the optimal performance index can be considered as design parameters, so

that the required control performance is obtained by adjusting the weighting

matrices. Usually, the selection of the weighting matrices is related to the

eigenvalues of the closed-loop systems, and the eigenvalues dominate the charac-

teristics of the control systems. Recently, a few papers concerning selection of the

weighting matrices have been published [12-16]. Most of them can be classitied

as iteration methods, in which the weighting matrices are adjusted until the de-

sired design objectives, such as robustness and output performance, are met.

Now we wish to examine a more systematic approach to selecting the proper

weighting matrices.

First we show how the weighting matrices in the performance index,

Equation (3.19), are selected so as to achieve the same desired closed-loop

eigenvalues as those chosen by the IMSC method. To this end, we denote the

modal weighting matrices by
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Q 412 4i„„ 421 422 q2m] (4-22)
O Q2

where the diagonal elements are the same as that in Equation (4.11). Then the

modal performance index given by Equation (4.6) can be written in the form

J df (4-23)

where Lz(1) ¥ [gT(t) ;_2T]T is the modal state vector. Introducing the modal matrix

(D defined by

,;(1) = <Da(1) , <.1>TM<D = I (4.24)

the modal state vector L»(t) can be written as

<1>’”M Q j_ 1 = _ 1 4.25

lnserting Equations (4.22) and (4.25) into Equation (4.23), we obtain

= 1, T M<1>Q{<i>TM Q dJ Lol (Öl:
0 M(DQ2(DrM ;(f) f

+ jf; 1;T(1)[6T<1>4>Tz2]5(1) az (4.26)

Comparing Equations (3.19) and (4.26), we conclude that the weighting matrices

of Equation (3.19) for the traditional LQR controller yielding the same

eigenvalues as IMSC are
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U
Q = [M<1>Qf<1>TM Q T0 M¢>Qz<!> M (4.27)
R = BT<0<1>Tß 7

The physical meaning of Q matrix can be revealed by introducing the modal

weighting matrix .

Q' =
[‘ü“g[“?E] 0 (4.28)

0 In

lnserting Equation (4.28) into Equation (4.27), we obtain

= M<1>A<1>TM Q
l 4 29Q 0 M<1><1>TM ( ° )

From Equations (2.21) and (2.22), the following identities can be easily veritied

M<1>A<1>TM = M<[><DTKd><DTM = K

_ M<Dd>TM = M (4.30)

Using Equation (4.30), the Q matrix becomes

K 0
Q = (4.31)

0 M

Hence, the first term in Equation (4.23), becomes
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[yTU)Q°L:(r)]dr = %4ff(;;TM;dt + %_[fä,;gTK;dt (4.32)

which can be recognized as the sum of the kinetic energy. and potential energy.

Hence, we can say that the optimal IMSC is obtained by consideration of the

minimization of system total energy and a weighted control energy. In the next

section, more general cases, regardless of the number of actuators, are studied.

4.4 Optimal Form ofPIMSC

In the actual design problem, the number of actuators can be smaller than

that of the control modes. Even if the control system is designed to have the same

number of actuators, the number of actuators can be reduced by failure during

the operation in space. Therefore we wish to provide the proper weighting matri-

ces for the case of fewer actuators, as well as for the case of more actuators than

controlled modes. For the case of fewer actuators, the modal forces LU) are not

all independent, so that we can not use the independent modal control form.

Instead of Equation (2.24), we consider the coupled modal equations

gg + Ag = <l>TB_E (4.33)

We note that the modal forces in Eq.(4.33) are not in decoupled form as in

Equation (3.l). Introducing the state vector
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T
z = KATQTJT ' (4.34)

the Equation (4.33) can be written in the modal state form

[1 0 0
Z = z + E

0 — A «1>T1;· (4-35)
= A; + EE

Then the optimal solution of E is

E = — 1z"ETs , (4.36)

where, in the steady state case, P satisties the algebraic matrix Riccati equation

Q — sE12"ETs + SA + ATE = 0 (4.37)

Introducing the optimal IMSC, in which the number of actuators is the same as

the number of control modes, we can obtain the similar Riccati equation

- Q' — EEE + EA + ATE = 0 (4.38)

where § is the block diagonal matrix consisting of matrix K, in Equation (4.10),

Q' is the same as in Equation (4.22) and IZ- is given by

_ 0 0
R = 2nx2n (439)

0 I
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When we choose S to be equal to S-, the weighting matrix Q is no longer diagonal

in the case of fewer actuators. Instead, we can obtain another Q weighting matrix

by subtracting Equation (4.37) from Equation (4.38) as follows:

Q = Q' - §(1? — §R"§T)§ (4.40)

Equation (4.40) shows The weighting matrix Q of optimal PIMSC in terms of

weighting matrices Q' and R in optimal IMSC and control weighting matrix R

of optimal PIMSC. We note that matrix Q must be positive deiinite. Hence, we

choose matrix R by minimizing the difference between R and
§R·‘§T

in Equation

(4.40). For the minimization of the difference, we can use the pseudo-inverse

technique [29]. Then, using the pseudo-inverse form of Equations (3.10) and

(3.11) and using Equation (4.35), we obtain

R·l =__=

[BT<0<1>TB]" (4_4])

Another way of obtaining matrix Q is shown in [37], using inverse optimal
i

method. But, it does not show the way of obtaining matrix R. Moreover, the se-

lected Q matrix has different values. In this study, The matrix Q takes a form of

the function of the natural frequencies, instead of having constant values. After

the weighting matrices are selected, the control force is obtained from Equation

(4.36), as follows:
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F = — R"§Ts
, = T:BT<D<DTB]'l<l>TBS · (4.42)
=[<1>"ß] s

° Comparing Equation (4.42) and (3.9), the similarity is obvious.

Similarly, we can select the weighting matrices for the case of more

actuators than controlled modes. ln this case we can use the same matrix Q and

obtain the same gain matrix as in IMSC, which is to be expected because inde-

pendence is preserved in the case of more actuators. Using the pseudo-inverse

form, we obtain control weighting matrix R from Equation (4.40), by writing

.. -.. TRJ = BTRBT _ (4.43)

It follows

R" = §T[§§T]"[§§T]"§ (4.44)

Then, the actual control forces are obtained by inserting Equation (4.44) into

Equation (4.36), as follows:

F = [<1>Tß]T[<1>Tß[<i>Tß]’]"s (4.45)

Hence, comparing Equation (3.10) and Equation (4.45), we see that we can ob-

tain the optimal weighting matrices yielding the same gain matrix as that of the

pseudo IMSC.
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5. Performance Analysis of Control Methods

5.1 Robustness of [MSC

In this study, the robustness of [MSC is examined for the more general

cases, i.e., when the number of actuators is not necessarily equal to the number

of control modes. Usually, observation and control spillover degrade the control

system stability [38]. The spillover problem is considered in this study, and its

effect on the system stability is examined. When we design control law for large

flexible structures, the designed control law is based on the postulated model

which is proposed to represent the actual system but has some modelling errors.

In the case of distributed controls, one can eliminate control spillover into the

uncontrolled modes entirely. When distributed controls are not realizable, how-

ever, we can carry out the control task by means of discrete actuators. Discrete

actuator forces can be treated as distributed by writing
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/(p,0 = Jg @(0 ö(p — 15) (5~1)

where I§(t) are the actuator forces and 6 (p — gg) (j = 1,2,...,m) are spatial Dirac

delta functions, in which m is the number of actuators. By introducing Equation

(5.1) into Equation (2.8), we obtain

jQ(r) =]ä <p,(gg)Ij(t) , r = 1,2,...,L (5.2)

where L is a very large number replacing the infinity. Denoting

IÜ) = lL(l‘)T]T (5 3)
Em = Ehm F,„(0]T

where jQ(t) and gf,(t) are modal forces in control modes and residual modes re-

spectively, Equation (5.2) can be expressed in terms of control modes and residual

modes, as follows:

j(0 = UD ‘P]T£(0 (54)

where _

° cb = [«p,(gg) tpzgg) g = 1,2,...,m (6.5)

is called the participation modal matrix. Similarly,
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is called the residual modal matrix, which need not be known. Actual control

forces are generated using the inverse of the d> matrix as follows:

E(t) = l:<DT]'lj(t) (5.7)

By inserting Equations (5.5) and (5.6) into Equation (2.6) and assuming that we

use collocated controllers which imply that actuators and sensors are collocated

and coaxial. The robustness of cllocated controllers is shown in conjunction with

output feedback [39-41]. In a similar fashion, we examine this robustness prop-

erty for IMSC and PIMSC having the form of state feedback. The actual meas-

ured displacement vector can be written in the modal coordinates form as follows:

am = Ew rl am = t<¤> ~vJK¤.<¤>’ a„<¢>TJT (5-8)

where y„(t) are control modal coordinates and g„(t) are residual modal coordi-

nates. The modal forces for optimal modal control are written as

LU) = 52,:0) + FMÄU) (5-9)

where E and F are diagonal matrices, and yj(t) are estimated modal coordinates.

We can obtain the estimated values of gg as follows:

ggg) = [¤>]" am (5.10)

By inserting Equation (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) into Equation (5.7), the actual con-

trol forces are given as
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Fm

(5-11)

Then the closed—loop modal equations become

.. EE<1>"~1¤20)+ . 20)TE —1/T«1>‘TE<1>"¤1»

F F<1>"~1¤+ [A]2(t) + _ 20) = 0 (5.12)
~1¤T<1> TF ~1¤T«1>‘TF<i>"~v

For simplicity, we rewrite Equation (5.12) as

20) + 8,220) + [A + C] 20) = 0 (5-13)

In the optimal IMSC, E and F are diagonal modal gain matrices with

positive values. Reference 41 presents another way of obtaining the modal gain

matrix having positive values by linear programming. Hence, B2, and C matrices

are easily shown to be symmetric matrices as follows:

Introducing the partition form
'

Bl. B12]
· B = (5.14)d [B21 B22

we can show the symmetry of B2, , B22, as follows:

B5 = ET = E = Bu (5.15.61)
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aß = [~1«T<1>‘T1s<1>"~1·]T = 12,, (5.16.1;)

Also, we have

aß = [E<1>"~1¤]T = —1»T<1>‘T1s = 12,, (5.16)

Therefore the Bd matrix is symmetric. In a similar manner, we can show that the

C matrix is symmetric. Next we wish to examine the positive semidefinite prop-

erties of B and C.

Introduce the following quadratic form:

B B7* 11 12 yx B = [;yz]|i il 5.17dx
B21 B22 Z ( )

lt follows that

xTBdx = yTEy

IQVTE_

= WT W 2 0 (5.18) .

where

W = [Ey + E<1>"‘1¤z]
_ L (5.19)
E = E 2

Hence, we see that B, is positive semidelinite and it can be shown that C is also

positive semideiinite in a similar way. Therefore, we conclude that the system can
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be never unstable if the IMSC control method is used in conjunction with the

colocation technique; lt leads to robustness of control. Next we examine the

robustness of pseudo IMSC.

In the pseudo IMSC method, we use the pseudo-inverse form [29], as fol-

lows:

o' = [<¤<1>T]"<1> , forym < n (5.20.a)

o' = <1>[<x>T<1>]" , for m > n (5.20.b)

Then matrix B, becomes

T
• •T

T I IT

d . J . J ( ‘ )Wßo am <1> Wßo am W

Introducing the partition form of B, in Equation (5.14), we can show that B, is

symmetric as follows:

aß = [(DT(D*E(D·T(D]T
T I UT

= (D (D E(D (D

= B11

aß = |jWT<1>’a<¤'T<¤]’

= <1>T<¤>’1s<1>'TW (5-22)

= B12
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aß = [‘1#T<1>'E<1>'T¤1¤]T
_

T
•

11T
= W (D E<D W

= B22

Recalling the quadratic form, Equation (5.17),

B BT T T ll 12 y 5.23)d B21 B22 Z (

and using Equation (5.22), we have

Jßdx = yT<1>T<1>'E<1>'T<1>y + zT~1»T<1>’E<1>'T<1>y

+ yTCDT<D*E<D·TWz + zTWT<IJ*E<D*TWz ($.24)

lt follows that

Hßdx = [,,T<1>T<1>’E' + zTWT<I>-B][l?<D*T<Dy + E<1>'T~rz]
= WT W 2 O (5.25)

where

W [E«1>'T<1> + E<1>'T~1» ]
1

y Z (5.26)
E = E?

so that B, is positive semidclinite. Similarly, wc can show C is positive semideü-

nite as well. Because matriccs M and [K + C] are positive detinite, and the ma-

trix B, is positive scmidcfinite, the system of Equation (5.13) is stable [42, 43].
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lt follows that the system cannot be destabilized by the pseudo IMSC method,

no matter what kind of pseudo inverse form is used.

5.2 Other Performance Measures

u Transient response is an important performance measure in control.

Usually, the settling time and maximum overshoot are measured to describe the

transient response of the control system. The settling time is defined as the time

when all the displacements drop below 0.l and remain there. The overshoot is

defined as the maximum value of the displacement above the steady-state value.

The transient responses for the control methods in this study are shown in the

figures and tables in the numerical example to follow.

Other important performance measures are the phase margins and gain margins.

Those measures indicate the robustness of control systems.

Figure l shows the typical plant and controller in the closed-loop config-

uration, where

L($) = H($)G($) (5-27)

is the return ratio matrix for the loop cut at the controller node. The matrix
O

P(S)°1 = I + L(.S') (5.28)

is called the return difference matrix, and the matrix
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A
T(.S')'l = I + L($’)'l (5.29)

is called the inverse return difference matrix [44]. °

Given any matrix A, the singular values oJ(A) of A are defined as

o](A) =r /7„](ÄTA) = /)„j(A*A) (5.30)

where ?„j(A) indicates an eigenvalue of (A). Since the eigenvalues of a Hermitian

matrix are all real, o](A) is real even though A is complex. Singular values are

readily calculated using available software based on the QR algorithm [45].
I

The singular values of the inverse return difference matrix can be used to

measure the stability or robustness of the system. Suppose that the loop transfer

function is changed by a multiplicative perturbation AL(S), so that

(I + A/-(5))/-(-5) (5-31)

The system will remain stable over a given frequency range (co, , 01,) as long as

the return difference matrix (I + l3°(S)) has a nonzero determinant over this

frequency range. We seek to measure the distance between the nominal return

difference matrix (I + L(S)) and the nearest singular matrix. The smallest sin-

gular value of the return difference matrix provides just such a measure of near-

ness to singularity. The size of the maximum allowable perturbation matrix [44]

is

IIALII < ¤,„.„(7”l(i¤>)) , we [ww;] (5-32)
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In numerical implementation, the frequency range (m, , mz) is divided into

a grid of frequencies and singular values are evaluated at each frequency. The

multivariable phase and gain margins are obtained by computing the singular

value decomposition of the inverse return difference matrix. The multivariable

phase and gain margins are related directly to the minimum singular values 0,,,,,,

of the inverse return difference matrix T·‘(im), as follows:

PM = min[2 arcsin(i—o • (T'l(im)))] me [to - (.5 J (5 33)
2 ml!} ’ mlIl* m3X '

GM = min[20 log,0 (l + omm(T1(im)))] , me [mmm, mmm,] (5.34)

Also gain magnitude is another design evaluation of control systems. We

note that the feedback control force is expressed as

E = G,; + G2; (5.35)

where G, and G, are (m x n) gain matrices. Then the total gain magnitude is

m n LIGIE = Eäjygäügäüilz (5.36)

When we consider the case of actuator failure during the operation of the

control system, the ability of system performance to tolerate the failure is referred

to as integrity. In this study, the integrity is evaluated from the largest value of

the real part of the closed loop system under actuator failure.
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All the above performance measures are examined through a numerical example

to follow.

5.3 Numerical Example

As an example of a flexible structure, we consider a cantilever beam in

bending. This structure can be regarded as being representative of a boom or a

narrow solar panel in a satellite or of an aircraft wing. The distributed-parameter

system, described by Equation (2.1), has been discretized by the finite element

method using cubic elements [20]. The beam is assumed to be undamped, so that

the modes of vibration represent pure oscillation at the natural frequencies. Fig-

ure 2 shows the beam with four elements, and hence with eight degrees of free-

dom ( four in translation and four in rotation ), and with three actuators. For

comparison purposes, an eight-element model is •also considered. The eigenvalue

problem of Equation (2.20) has been solved twice, once for the eight degrees of

freedom model and the second time for the sixteen degrees of freedom model.

The first eight natural frequencies for both cases are displayed in Table l. Also

for comparison purposes, the exact natural frequencies for the uniform cantilever

_ beam are given in Table l as well. Note that the exact natural frequencies are

given by

o, r = 1,2,... (6.37)
mL
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where EI is the flexural stiffness, m the mass per unit length and L the total

length. For a numerical calculation, EI, m and L are given as 3 lbf/in, 2 lbm/in

and 4 in, respectively. The factors 7, in Equation (5.39) are solutions to the fol-

lowing characteristic equation [46]

cos 7, cosh 7, = — 1 , r'= 1,2,... (5.38)

The performance of the four controllers described in Chapter 2 is com-

pared via plots and tables. Table 2 describes the variation in the root sum of

squares of the actuator gain magnitude as the number of actuators changes. Note

that the gain magnitude is expressed in Equation (5.36), in which the dimensions

of G, and G, are lbf/in and lbf-sec/in, respectively. Readers should be careful in

measuring the gain magnitude having mixed dimensions. In this table, we com-

pare the total gain magnitudes only with a nondimensional form. For a full set

of actuators, m = 8, and under the constraint of full pole placement with un-

changed frequencies and real parts equal to -2 (rad/s), the MGPP controller

yields the smallest gain magnitude. This is to be expected because by the defi-

nition that MGPP minimizes the gains specitically under the constraint of the

pole placement. For the cases of small number of actuators, we may not compare

the performance exactly because the MGPP method provides all the closed-loop

poles being placed as we desired, whereas, some closed-loop poles in the other

methods become closer to the imagimary axis in the complex plane, leading the

worse transient responses shown in table 3 and 4. It indicates the trade-off be-

tween the control energy and the system performance. Table 3 and 4 present the
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settling time a·nd maximum overshoot, respectively, where the values represent

the responses of the tip of the cantilever beam resulting from an initial impulse

imparting an upward velocity of 5 in/s to the tip of the beam. The " - " mark in

the table indicates higher values than 5.0 second. As we can see in the tables, the

response of LQR taking identity weighting matrix is worse than others. It indi-

cates that proper weighting matrices should be chosen to obtain good responses

- of the control system. These results correspond directly to those shown in Figures

3-6.

In the evaluating the control performance, phase margin and gain margin

are important measures, which represent the system robustness with respect to

model uncertainty. Since most postulated models have certain errors when com- _

pared with the actual system, those margins are important measures in evaluating

system performance. For the system having high phase margin and gain margin,

we can say that the system is robust with respect to system uncertainty. Table 5

and 6 present the multivariable phase and gain margins which are given in

Equations (5.32) and (5.33). The values are obtained by computing the singular

value decomposition of the inverse return difference matrix for a range of fre-

quencies between 0.001 and 1,000 rad/s. The low values of MGPP for the cases

of number 2 and 3 of actuators indicates that MGPP is worse than others in

stability performance. In this stability measure, all actuators can have either the

indicated variation in phase or variation in gain simultaneously. ln this respect,

they are entirely analogous to the phase and gain margins in the classical single-

loop systems.
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Table 7·presents the integrity performance of controllers for the case of one

actuator failure. For each configuration with m number of actuators, the

actuators’ signals are set to zero sequentially and the corresponding closed loop

eigenvalues are computed. The table lists the real part of the eigenvalue farthest

to the right in the complex plane for each of the actuator configurations. This

table shows that closed-loop poles of all methods move toward the imaginary axis

of the complex plane. lt points out the importance of failure detection and iden-

tification, because the system can be reconfigured so that the system stability can

be maintained by isolating the failed control component. We note that some

positive values of MGPP indicate the instability of the system under the actuator

failure.

Figures 3-6 represent the vertical displacement of the tip of the cantilever

beam resulting from an initial impulse imparting an upward velocity of 5 in/s to

the tip of the beam. In most cases, the tip of the beam returns to equilibriumi

within 3 seconds. Figure 3 compares the response of the beam for the four con-

trollers using eight actuators. The response for IMSC, PIMSC and WPIMSC are

identical. Figures 4-6 show the response for four controllers as the number of U

actuators changes. Figures 7-9 compare the response of the PIMSC and

WPIMSC as the number of actuators changes. Note that PIMSC and WPIMSC

reduce to the IMSC when the number of actuators is equal to eight. ln every case,

the actuators are equally spaced and the response has less overshoot and damps

out faster as the number of actuators increases.
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Figure 10 illustrates the performance index of optimal form of PIMSC for

different numbers of actuators, where the weighting matrices Q and R are as

given by Equations (4.40) and (4.41). From this figure, we can draw a conclusion

that when we increase the number of actuators, we can obtain the better per-

formance index, and the best performance index is obtained when the number of

actuators is same as the the number of controlled modes. Note that the same

trend holds for WPIMSC.
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'
Table l. Exact and Approximated Natural Frequencies (rad/s)

yr Exact (8 d.o.f.> (16 d.0.·f‘.)
co, 03, co,

1 1.8751 0.2691 O.269l_ 0.2691
4. 6941 1. 6867 1. 6886 1. 6868—
7.6646 4. 7227 ’ 4. 7593 4. 7756

10.9955 9.2646 9.3690 9.2764
14.1372 15.2986 17.4631 15.3871

6 17.2788 22.8534 26.0469 23.1251
7 20.4204 31.9192 44.4620 32.6341

¤ 23.5619 42.4660 72.9528 43.2467

r —number of modes

·y, -soluti0n coefücients of characteristic equation
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Table 2. Actuator Gain Magnitude of G 4

= [§j§(gÜ„g§§)]%

Iä 26il 25*6 i66·66ll 16 - 6 l66- 6 17 ~ 6
6 666

H 14.6 14.0 11.1 13.5
7 13.7 13.4 8.1 12.5 -

¤
14.0 14.0 16.1 11.8

m ·numbcr of actuators _ _
IMSC ~Indcpendent Modal Space Control method ’
PIMSC ·Pseudo Independent Modal Space Control method
LQR -Linear Quadratic Regulator method
MGPP -Minimum Gain Pole Placement method

* -the dimensions of gw and gzij are lbf/in and lbl°-s/in,•respectively.
The values of this table display only the arithmetic magnitude of G
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Table 3. Settling Time (s)

2 · —— 2- 27 ·
2-22 7 · 2 ä 2 -2
2-2

E 2-2 2-2 l 2-2
· 7 2·2 2 2
E 2-2 l 2-2

Hüte; ”·”
indicates the settling time over 5.0 second.

4
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Table 4. Maximum Overshoot (in) _

msc px:-1sc .1.¤rz · Mem:
1

1.97 4.92 2.50 1.46
3 1.58 3.75 2.38 1.46

1.56 3.58 2.32 1.36
1.53 3.35 2.25 1.35 .

6 1.52 2.41 2.20 1.34- ‘
. 7 1.52 1.88 2.16 1.37A 11*52S.
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Table 5. Phase Margin (deg)

¤
IMSC _ PIl‘-lSC LQR MGPP

1 11-1 l 111 11-1
2 14.6 18.3 _ 53.0 0.9

:: 13.9 29 .053.6-
14.1 12.1 53.9 10.6

H 111 11-1 l 1**6
E 1*6 11 § 111

-1 1-1 Ä 11-1
E 1*2 111 § 11-1
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Table 6. Gain Margin (db)

1 T1 1-11
1 1-11 §§ 1-11
3 1.88 3.50 5.58 0.36

4 1.90 1.70 5.61 1.47
i

5 1.95 1.50 5.63 1.85

E l 1-11 1-11
1E

1-11 1-11 § 1-11
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Table 7. Maximum Real Part of Eigenvalues

· for One Actuator Failure (rad/6)

IK MGPP
2 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.17
3 -0.42 -0.07 -0.07 0.21
4 -0.75 -0.22 -0.28 0.13

-1.00 -0.42 -0.38 0.01

¤ -1.01 -0.46 -0.43 -0.11

-668 ·6~ 68
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· •iant‘ F R +IU G(S) p ·Y

H(S)

R ·ref°crence input

U -control input °
G(S) -plant matrix

H(S) —controllcr matrix

Figure 1. Typical Closed·Loop Configuration _
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Z
I
\ Z

(‘I’\
4 6 KV 8

L/3 "—‘*——‘
L./3—¥—- L/3 ——-i

E' l E' 2 E'3

numbers I,3,5,7 -translation coordinates

numbers 2,4,6,8 -rotation coordinates _

L -total beam length

F l.F2.F3 -evenlv located actuator forces °

Figure 2. The Finite Element Model „
A
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Figure 3. Response of the Tip of the Beam for

Various Controllers Using Eight Actuators
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Figure 6. Response of the Tip of the Beam for MGPP

with Various Numbers of Actuators
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Figure 7. Response of the Tip of the Beam for

PIMSC and WPIMSC with 2 Actuators
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6. Failure Detection and Identification (FDI)

6.1 Introduction

One problem in the control of the large flexible systems is the reliability

of actuators and sensors. Large flexible structures generally require a large

number of actuators and sensors for control implementation, and these devices

are expected to operate over long periods of time. Because the possibility of fail-

ure of the components increases in proportion to the number of the components

and operation time, the space systems should be constructed with the ability to

detect and identify faulty components, so that the control systems can perform

satisfactorily [47].

In this study, modal filters [48] are introduced to detect sensor failure in

controlling and estimating the state of the self·adjoint distributed systems. Note

that modal filters can be used to estimate modal coordinates and velocities. The
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first task in detecting failure of a sensor is to evaluate a displacement profile of

the distributed system from finite sensor measurements. In the event of sensor

failure, faulty values of the modal coordinates result from a faulty signal recorded

by the failed sensor. A comparison between the measured mode and the expected

value of the mode helps detect the failure mode. The next task is to determine

which sensor has the most effect on the failure mode. To find the effect of the

failed sensor, we reevaluate the corrected displacement profile by omitting the

suspected faulty sensor output. The new modal coordinates have different values

from the old ones in the case where the suspected sensor has failed. The com-

parison of the two modal coordinates provides a residual in the modal space, so
I

that the signiticant residuals indicate the failure of the sensor. This residual gen-

eration can be repeated for the other sensors sequentially or simultaneously. One

of objectives of this study is to examine the feasibility of this approach.

Robustness is an important issue in most failure detection and identifica-

tion (FDI) methods [49]. The effect of disturbances, noise and uncertainties of

the system parameters are examined in conjunction with the modal filter method.

Another important issue is the real-time implemention of the FDI algorithms es-

pecially for large-order systems. This problem can become increasingly serious as

the dimension and complexity of the FDI algorithm increase and as the number

of control components increases. Generally the sampling period taken in the

discrete-time control tends to be short for the discrete models to be accurate

models. However, the occurrence of failure of control components is quite rare,

so that it may be not necessary to operate the failure identification process all the
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time. ln view of this, it is desirable to implement the FDI algorithm only to de-

tcct abnormal states of the system. The detection process proposed in this paper

can be developed easily because the process is based on modal filters and

second-order modal dynamics.

6.2 Modal Filter Method

6.2.1 Temporal Approach

One of the problems in detecting and identifying the failed control com-

ponents is the complexity of the control system, especially for the large-order

systems. Sometimes it is doubtful whether most FDI methods, developed for

lower degree systems, can be implemented for real structures. Indeed, large flex-

ible structures represent distributed systems, which in theory possess an infinite

number of degrees of freedom, so that they require a large number of actuators

and serlsors to provide effective control.

The computational complexity in detecting and identifying failure of con-

trol components in large-order systems can be circumvented using modal filters

in conjunction with the IMSC method, where second-order modal dynamics are

used to estimated modal coordinates. The comparison of modal coordinates ob-

tained from modal dynamics and modal filters, respectively, provides a clue that

can be used to detect the failure mode of the control system.
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From the second part of the expansion theorem, we can write the following

equations for the modal coordinates

¤„(r) = [DM(p) <o„(.v) ¤(p-1)dD
-

r = 1.2„-·- (6-1)

These are referred to as modal filters [8], where u§(t) are the estimated modal co-

ordinates (modal displacements), (p,(p) are eigenfunctions and M(p) is distributed

mass. The modal filters of Equation (6.1) require a distributed displacement. In

practice, the distributed measurements are not within the state of the art, so that

we must have enough sensors to extract the displacement profile from the finite

sensors with reasonable accuracy. The number of sensors depends on the com-

plexity of the structure and the required accuracy. The argument about the

number of sensors is well documented [8]. The sensor located at point g measures

the displacement of that point. We assume that there are m sensors available and

define the sensor measurement vector

x(1) = lvi(¢)-y2(1)- ----y.„(¢)] (6-2)

where

y,(¢) = ¤(1>;„ 1) (6-3)

Using these discrete measurements, the distributed displacement profile is gener-

ated using suitable interpolation functions. The relation between the discrete

measurements and the displacement profile can be written as
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¤(p-r) = YT(p)x(¢)
A

(6-4)

where Y(p) is an interpolation function.

Generally speaking, the FDI process is an comparison process, in which

the measured values are compared with the expected values obtained by the esti-

mation. The modal coordinates obtained by means of the modal filters can be

considered as the measured (observed) values in modal space. Meanwhile, the

expected values of the modal coordinates can be estimated easily from the inde-

pendent second-order modal dynamics. Moreover, observation spillover can be

prevented by using the modal filters [50]. —

From the second-order modal dynamics, we can obtain the r"* response of

modal coordinates due to the r"' modal force ß(t) as follows:

u,(t) = uu, cos co,t + äglsin co,t + [jQ(t — t) h(t) dt (6.5)
V

where uo, and 120, are initial modal displacements and modal velocities, respec-

tively. For discrete-time systems, the modal coordinates are calculated by using

the recursion formula [20], as follows:

_ T2 2 1 _¤„(1¤T) — ——;—;|Äß(~T) + 7u,(nT — T) ·· 7¤„(~T 2T)] (6-6)
, 1 + co,T T T

where T is the sampling period and j§(nT) is assumed constant over the sampling

period.
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The estimated modal coordinates given by Equation (6.6) are obtained

under the assumption that the modal forces and the initial conditions are known, ~

and no external disturbances. In the absence of actuator and sensor noise, dif-

ference between the modal coordinates given by Equations (6.1) Equation (6.6)

is zero. When a sensor failure occurs, the difference can be significant, and this

provides a clue that can be used to detect sensor failure. To this end, we define

the modal residuals

e,(t) = u;(t) — u,(t) , r = 1,2,... (6.7)

Using these modal residuals, the actual sensor failure mode is synthesized from

the expansion theorem

Il
u(pj, t) = äu,(t)q>,(g) , j = 1,2,...,m (6.8)

·
.

where n is the number of modeled modes. Hence, the actual sensor residuals are

represented as

R(_1y, t) = u·(;y, t) — u(g, t) (6.9)

Introducing Equation (6.8) into Equation (6.9), we obtain

H

J = 1,2„---,m (6-10)

Denoting
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R(1) = lÄR(p1, 1) ,R(p2-1) . R(p„„¢)] (6-11)

(6.12)

Equation (6.10) can be written in the matrix form

B = <Dg(t) (6.13)

where

q)Theprocedure outlined above represents a temporal method for generating the

residuals by using the system dynamics and time sequential measurements [49].

ln some methods, Kalman filters are introduced to estimate the states of the sys-

tem [51,52]. The difference between the method based on modal filters and other

methods is that in the first the estimated values of the modal coordinates are ob-

tained easily from second·order modal dynamics and modal filters, and actual

measurements are synthesized from the modal matrix of Equation (6.8).

From Equation (6.7), we can see that the detection process is directly af-
I

fected by actuator noise and external disturbances through the modal forces.

Sometimes, even the bound of the external disturbances is unknown, and uncer-

tainties can result from environmental changes in the system or from on-board
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equipment. When these disturbances affect the system response significantly, the

FDI method based on this approach can lead to the wrong decision. Another

drawback of this method is the effect of truncated modes. To circumvent these

drawbacks, we consider sensor redundancy in the next section, one that is not

affected by disturbances. Nevertheless, the method presented above, remains an

useful alternative when the actuator noise and disturbances are not significant.

6.2.2 Redundant Approach
i

Redundancy type methods were reported in the early stages of developing

of FDI methods, and some of them showed good results in navigation systems

or aircraft flight control systems [53,54]. Redundant sensors have the advantage

of preventing the effect of external disturbances, including actuator failure and

noise. In temporal methods, we make the assumption that failure of actuators

and sensors cannot occur simultaneously. This assumption is not necessary in

redundant methods, because there is no effect of actuator failure. The modal

filter method based on redundancy, moreover, has the ability to investigate the

failure of sensors in the modal space, so that more useful information can be ob-

tained from the modal characteristics.

We consider sensor failure at an arbitrary point p. We can now write the

relation between sensor measurements and modal coordinates, including the

faulty sensor measurement. The modal coordinates evaluated by the modal filters

are affected by the faulty sensor output as follows:
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u
ü,(t) = jl) M(p) tp,(p) ü(p,t) dD , r = 1,2,... (6.15)

where z7(p,t) is a displacement profile generated by interpolation using all the

sensor measurements, including the faulty ones. We assume the use of redundant

sensors, so that the modal coordinates can be obtained with sufficient accuracy

measurement. ln other words, we can obtain the actual by omitting the failed

sensor measurement. It follows that a new displacement profile can be evaluated

without the faulty sensor measurement. Then, the new modal coordinates ob-

tained by means of modal filters can be written as

u{(t) = jl, M(p) cp(p) uJ(p,t) dD , r = 1,2,...; j = 1,2,...,m (6.16)

where u](p,t) are the displacement profiles obtained by omitting the jth sensor

measurement. The new modal coordinates u{(t) will be almost the same as u,(t)

when the jth sensor does not fall, but have different values for the sensor failure

case. We note that the process of using modal filters to estimate each modal co-

ordinate can be performed in parallel. The comparison of ü,(t) with u{(t) provides

residuals in the modal space, as follows:

e{(t) = z7,(t) — uf(t) , r = 1,2,... ; j = 1,2,...,m (6.17)

where e{(t) are called modal residuals for the j sensor. When a suspected k"' sen-

sor generates faulty measurements, the modal residuals for the k sensor el‘(t) has

significant values, while the other modal residuals (e{(t) , j ¢ k) are almost zeros.

Therefore the modal residuals indicate the failure of the k"* sensor. In practice,
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we do not need a large number of modal residuals. Sensor failure affects all the

modes except the mode with a node in the same position as the sensor. It is suf-

ficient to consider several of the lowest modes, because lower modes tend to par-

ticipate more than the higher modes. The modal residuals of Equation (6.7)

examine the failure of all the sensors. Moreover, the modal characteristic of

modal filters provides a clue in finding the sensor most suspected of failure. I—low

we choose the numbers of r and j is shown in the detection process. In the fol- .

lowing section, we examine the robustness of the modal filters.

6.3 Robustness of the Modal Filters

Use of modal filters prevents the effect of external disturbances including

actuator failures and noises. From this robustness characteristic in the presence

of external disturbances, we see why most sensor failure detection methods have

been developed in redundant form. ln addition to the above robustness charac-

teristic, the modal filters use an integral form in estimating the modal coordinates.

Hence, the effect of sensor noise tends to cancel out, provided the measurement

errors of each sensor due to noise are randomly distributed over the integral do-

main. This leads to the robustness in the presence of sensor noise. We note that

the filtering is performed in space and not in time. For more sophisticated filter-

ing, the reader is referred to [55,56], in which the minimization of the errors is

obtained through independent modal Kalman filters. Originally, the modal filters
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were designed for the control of self-adjoint distributed systems, so that the con-

trol and observation spillover can be eliminated in the estimation and control of

distributed systems. Because the observed modal coordinates are evaluated

through modal filters, they are not affected by the unmodeled modes. The prob-

lem of unmodeled modes is addressed in [47], but it does not represent a problem

when modal filters are used. In other words, we can say that the method based

on modal filters is robust with respect to the unmodelled modes.

Finally, we wish to examine the effect of uncertainties in the system pa-

rameters. From Equation (6.16), we see that the accuracy of the modal filters

depends on the mass profile M(p) and the eigenfunctions. A trade~off exists be-

tween the accuracy of the mass profile and measurement effort. For most struc-

tures, the deviation profile of the approximated mass from the real structure can

be assumed to be randomly distributed. The effect of this kind of uncertainty

tends to be mitigated by the modal filtering process as well. For the more general

case, we consider uncertainties in the operators L and M in Equation (2.1). We

note that the eigenvalues do not appear in the boundary conditions of Equation

(2.2). We consider the case in which all the eigenvalues are affected by the un-

certainties of the system paramters, but the eigenfunctions are not. The case of

changes in the eigenfunctions is investigated in [57]. However, the normalized

eigenfunctions are affected by mass uncertainty through the normalization proc-

ess. Hence, we wish to examine first the effect of mass uncertaintybn the nor-

malized eigenfunctions. Denoting the normalized eigenfunctions as

(PÄP) = C1‘Vi(P) (6-18)
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where 6, are the normalization coefticients of the eigenfunctions 111,(p), the nor-

malization equations can be written as

(D <p?(p) M(p) dD = 1 , i = 1,2,... (6.19)

Considering variation of parameters, we have

j‘D[6,·1y?(p)]21W*(p)dD = 1 , 1= 1,2,... (6.20)

where I
6; = 6, + Ac, (6.21.61)

M(p) + AM(p) (6.21.b)

in which M'(p) is the approximated mass profile and 6,7 are the normalized coef-i

ticients corresponding to M'(p). Dcnoting

A .A, = (6.22)
I

Equation (6.20) is written as

_ (1 (6.23)

Dividing by the integral tcrm on the left side of Equation (6.23), we obtain

1 + Ar - +#——
(6-24)
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Assuming small deviation in M(p), we have

1,,wfAM(P)«10 < bw}.-i1(p)dD (6.25)

so that

2-AI(I dD ·
= 5i < 1 (626),iD‘V1M(P)dD

Hence, we obtain the approximation
I

2~AM dD ..L
[1 + 2 = 1 -

2UsingEquations (6.20) and (6.27), Equation (6.24) yields

A, = — 7jD <p?AM(p) a'D (6.28)

Consequently, we see that the ratios A, depend on the type of

eigenfunctions and mass profile deviation. Because Equation (6.28) has an inte- .

gral form, the effect of the mass profile error tcnds to cancel out. For the same

reason, we conclude that the effect of parameter uncertainties is minimized by the

integral formation of modal filters for the random deviation in the mass profile. I

This is an indication of robustness with respect to system parameter uncertainties.

In the case in which the deviation in the mass profile is concentratcd over some

small domain, the advantage of the integral form no longer exists. The effect of

the uncertainty can be insignificant only for certain modes, namely modes with
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small amplitudes in the region of the suspected uncertainty. In this case, we have

some guidelines to choose the adequate modes of the modal residuals, in which

the effect of parameter uncertainties appears to be small.

6.4 Detection Process

The complexity of most FDI methods increases according to the order of

the system and/or the number of control components. This leads to difticulty in

real·time implemention for large-order systems like space structures. Considering

the length of the sampling period, it is questionable whether a complex FDI

process can be carried out every sampling. It is noteworthy that the sampling

period in discrete-time control tends to be short so as to obtain an accurate dis-

crete model of the distributed systems, but failure of control components cannot

occur so often. If any FDI process has a time delay in handling the system re-

sponse due to computational limitations, the FDI method does not provide useful

results because the delayed data are accumulated during the FDI process. One

way to avoid the problem is to implement a simple detection process first and

perform the whole FDI process after significant failure signatures have appeared.

Sometimes, slightly faulty sensors or actuators can be accepted unless they have

significant effect on the whole dynamic system performance.

First, we wish to examine the abnormal state of the control system which .

contains faulty values of the modal displacements and velocities evaluated from
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the modal filters. The actuator forces move the states of the system to more sta-

ble states. Failure of control components can slow down the movement to the

stable state or cause instability of the system. Hence, we wish to examine the

stability characteristics of the system. For this purpose, we propose to use the

Liapunov stability criterion [58].

Introducing the closed-loop equations of motion of the system, we have

M20) + K.:0) = G1.x*(f) + G;2i*(¢) (6-29)

where ,;° and 3;' are the estimated actual displacement and velocity vectors re-

spectively, and G, and G2 are contro gain matrices. Using the expansion theorem
l

and orthonormality condition of Equations (2.4) and (2.5), we can write

ü,(t) + w3u,(t) = E,u;(t) + F,z2;(t) , r = l,2,...n (6.30)

where the modal control gains E, and F} have negative values as follows:

E, = — ai ,F, = -20:, , r = l,2,...,rz (6.31)

In terms of modal vclocities, the kinetic energy has the expression

_ l " - 2T — -2 l:u,(t)] (6.32)_ 2r=l

Similarly, we can write the potential energy, including the energy from the control

forces, in the form
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U = mf + ¤?>E¤.<¢>J’ (6-33)

A Liapunov function can be chosen as the sum of the kinetic energy and the po-

tential energy, as followsz

Vw = Q éfufm + cw? + ¤?>E~,<¢>J’] (6-34)

We see that the Liapunov function is positive definite. The time rate of change

of V(t) must be negative for asymptotic stability. Differentiating Equation (6.34)

with respect to time,

VU) = §{U„(¢)[ü,(¢) + (wg + U? ) U,(¢)]} (6-35)

where u,(t) and ü,(t) are real dynamic responses. In the other hand, the control

forces are generated by using measured responses. Hence, using Equations (6.30)

and (6.31), we obtain the time rate of the Liapunov function

-
T! _

2 ni _ •

V(¢) = ä{U„(r)[ — ¤„(¤„(¢) — ¤„(¢)) · 2¤„U„(¢)]} (6-36)

where u§(t) and z2f(t) are the observed modal states determined from the modal

filters. Denoting the modal errors

40) = (0 · U,(r) (6.37)
¢·„(r) = U„(r) — U„(r)
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we have

. I!V(r) (6-38) '

Because the actual modal states are unknown, we take the modal values

in Equation (6.6), which are evaluated from the second-order modal equations,

so that there is no computational difficulty in evaluating the time rate of the

Liapunov function regardless of the order of the system. Note that the modal

filters were implemented in obtaining the control laws.

Equation (6.38) contains all the failure cases in the sensors and actuators

or changes in the control system. ln the case of failure of control components,

V(t) can be increased to a positive value or have an upper value of the specified

stability margin. We can specify the stability margin per each mode as

V„(r) S u, (6-39)

or the total sum of the each stability margin can be specified:

Vw = V.w S ii. <6.4<>>

where ti, and u, can be given as threshold constants by the control designer.

From the simplicity of this detection method, the detection process is pro-

posed to be implemented at the sampling time continuously. Also this detection

method provides another advantage in that we can see the state of the stability

of the control system. When the detection process generates a significant failure
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mode, the identification process is performed for each control component. But

the identification of the sensors should be done first, because the actuator failure

identification is affected by the sensor failure, while there is no effect of the

actuator failure in identifying the sensor failure.

' 6.5 Numerical Example

As an example of FDI in modal filters, we consider three models of a

cantilever beam illustrated in the previous example in chapter 5 in bending vi-
n

bration. Figure ll shows the three models and their properties. The first model

(model A) is close to the real model, in which the deviation of the mass profile

M(x) is spreaded over the whole domain. The second model (model B) is a sim-

plified model with a uniform mass density throughout the whole domain. For the

purpose of comparison, the third model has a concentrated mass deviation at the

center section and uniform mass in the other domains. The effect of parameter

uncertainties is examined through these three models. The beam is assumed to

be undamped, so that the modes undergo pure oscillation at the natural fre-

quencies.

The beam is divided into ten finite elements with equal intervals. I—lence it

has twenty degrees of freedom (ten in rotation and ten in translation). The sen-

sors are assumed to be placed at each node so that the displacements of each node

point can be obtained from the sensor measurements. The displacement profile
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is reconstructed from these discrete sensor measurements. Ordinarily, the tinite

element method is used to discretize the distributed system in space. In a reversal

of rolcs, the tinite element method can be used to interpolate the measurements

of the discrete sensors. Then, the displacement profile can be represented as [20]

ll(X,t) = L1 llj_l(t) 'i° Lzh + L3 llj(t) +L4}!.

where u, and 9, are the translation and rotation measured at ag, respectively, and

h is the interval between the sensor locations ( ag, and ag ). The interpolation

functions L, are given by the Hermite cubics

LI =-L

= —2 ä 2 (6.42)
L3 = 1 '+L4

= " E + Zä ' E1

where Q is a nondimensional natural coordinate, having the expression

t = 1 — % (6.43)

The displacement profile given by Equation (6.41) can be written in the compact

form
2

u(x,t) = LTgj , (/ — 1)/1 S x Sjh (6.44)

where
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L=[LI L2 L3
L4]T

(6.45)
9j_llljUsing

the displacement profile, the modal coordinates are obtained from the

modal filters.

In practice, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are not known for complex

distributed systems, so that they must be identified from measured system re-

sponse [59-61]. In this example, analytical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions based

on model B are used to compute the modal coordinates. The eigenvalues of the

simplified cantilever beam (model B) are given as the roots of the following

characteristic equation

cos BL cosh BL = -1 (6.46)

The eigenfunctions are given by [15]

«p,(x) = C,[( sin BL - sinh BL)( sin Bx — sinh Bx)
· , r = 1,2,... (6.47)

+ (cos BL + cosh BL)( cos Bx - cosh Bx)]

The coefficients of each eigenfunction are chosen so as to normalize the

eigenfunctions. For the simulation of the system responses, we consider the initial

excitation and examine the transient responses of the closed-loop system, where

the initial displacement and velocity are taken as zero. The initial excitation is

given in the form of an impulse which generates a velocity of the tip of the beam

having the value 5 in/s, and the other states are taken as zeros. The actuator
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forces are implemented by the IMSC control laws, leading to the following

closed-loop eigenvalues of the closed system

. 7L = ot + im
X; = ai _ im: (6.48)

where K, are conjugates of lt, and ot, are the specified negative real values of each

eigenvalue. We note that the natural frequencies of the open-loop system are

preserved by these IMSC control laws.

Now we consider a sensor failure generating a biased faulty measurement

at the location x = 2.8 in from the fixed boundary point during the failure pe-

riod. period. The sampling period is chosen as 0.005 s, which is short enough to

be able to represent the continuous time response mode. Figure 12 shows the

stability degradation of the system during the sensor failure period. It indicates

that the method detects the failure time and mode of the suspected faulty com-
A

ponent. Figure 13 shows the simulated modal errors and it indicates the effect of

a sensor failure on each mode. We see that the second mode is affected least, so

that the failure is suspected to be located near the node point of the second mode.

To confirm the suspected failure, an identification process was implemented to

examine the failure of the sensor located at x = 2.8 in. Figures 14-17 show the

simulation results for the three modes and confirming the failure of the sensor.

The identification process was performed on the four sensors near the suspected

failing sensor. As expected, significant modal errors appeared at the suspected

sensor and slightly smaller modal errors appeared at the right and left sensors of

the failing sensor. These errors also resulted from the failed sensor. Meanwhile,
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the other sensor, which was far from the failing sensor, had an insignificant

magnitude. Figure 18 shows another sensor failure case, in which the faulty

sensor is located at x = 2.0 in. lt indicates that the third mode is affected least
‘

by the failure. Nevertheless, it leads to the same result. Hence, we can conclude

that the modal filters method gives us considerable insights into the FDI process

and provides a clue to tinding the suspected failure.

Next, we examine the effect of the parameter uncertainties using three

kinds of models (model A,B,C). As shown in Figures 19-21, there is no signif-

icant difference between the modal responses of model A, model B and model C.

They show the robustness characteristics of modal filters with respect to uncer-

tainty in the mass profile.
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7 Conclusion

The results obtained in this study lead to one unmistakable conclusion,

namely, the performance of the controller improves as the number of actuators

increases, with the best performance being achieved when the number of

actuators is equal to the number of controlled modes. lndeed, not only the tran-

sient response improyes but also the cost function decreases with an increase in

the number of actuators. Note that this conclusion is in line with that reached

in [ll]. In the optimal formulation of controllers, the weighting matrices of the

performance index can be considered as design parameters. Hence, the way to

select the proper weighting matrices in conjunction with the design objectives are

shown systematically. This leads to the conclusion that we can obtain the optimal

control laws without the high dimensional Riccati equations so that the method

allows us to handle the high dimensional systems without any computational

burden. Also the optimal modal control is shown to be robust along with the

colocation technique. We conclude that the flexible system can not be unstabi-
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lized by the modal controls regardless of the number actuators, provided the

colocation technique is used. _

The MGPP method can be considered as an optimal controller. in the sense

of the minimization of the objective function which is the gain magnitude of the

controllers. lndeed, MGPP provides a computational tool for control systems

using a relatively large number of actuators. The performance analysis provides

the tool to measure the control system performance. In the first place, a larger

variety of control algorithms are investigated. In addition, more aspects of con-

trol are examined, including the maximum overshoot and settling time, phase and

gain margins, robustness about unmodeling error and the effect of actuator fail-

ure. The investigation of the control system performance allows the control de-

signer to have the proper measurement tool in adjusting the control parameters

or compromising the system design requirements.

Modal filters are represented for the purpose of detecting and identifying

the failure of sensors of the distributed system. Since the method of modal filters

is based on the second order modal dynamics, the algorithm is simple regardless

of the dimensionality of the system. In the modal filter method, two types of es-

timation of modal coordinates can be used. One is to use the modal equations in

estimating the modal coordinates, where the estimation is processed using time

sequential modal information, so that the effects of external disturbances and

actuator noises appear in the estimation. The other type is to use only informa-

tion from sensors. The estimation of modal coordinates were obtained by omitting

the suspected failing sensor information, so that the effects of disturbances and

7 Conclusion [09



noises are not included in the process of this method. This leads the robustness

concerning external disturbances. A trade-off of this method is the requirement

of enough sensors in order to estimate the modal colordinates with reasonable ac-

curacy even though the suspected sensor information is not used.

Robustness concerning sensor noises and system parameter uncertainties

is examined. The integral form of modal filters shows the capability of alleviating

the effects of sensor noise and the system parameter uncertainties. Moreover

modal information obtained from the modal analysis provides more insights into

the system behavior and guide lines in finding the faulty sensor.

Separation technique of failure detection and identification process is pre-

sented, so that identification process is performed only when the detection process

indicates a failure. Hence, the separation technique reduces the computational

burden by eliminating the necessity of implemention of identification process at

every sampling time. The other advantage of the separation technique shown in

this study is that the detection process indicates the state of the system stability.

The information of the state of the system stability can be used to make decision

whether the system should be reconfigured or not.
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